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Can you handle a swift kick to the balls from these experienced ballbusters? This eye
watering collection of 3 ballbusting stories is everything you need to learn the true
power a woman yields over a man. Imagine switching places with the submissive males
in the stories and surrendering to the experienced nutcrackers! Included in this
collection of short stories are : * Nurses Treat Celibate Patient To A Course Of
Ballbusting! * Home Invasion Ballbusting Fantasy Comes True! * Teaching The Pervert
Neighbor A Lesson! Click BUY NOW and enjoy the naughty ballbusting stories
contained within this collection. This sizzling hot collection of short stories contains over
7,500 words of ballbusting ,nut cracking, CBT, tease and denial, femdom and should be
read by adults only! Keywords: Ballbusting, femdom, male humiliation, kicked in the
balls, castration, CBT
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3 SCORCHING HOT TALES OF FEMDOM DOMESTIC DISCIPLINE!!! This scorching
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hot bundle features three stories of femdom wives and domestic discipline! Included in
the bundle - Sarah's Surprise Strap On Sarah’s husband insists she explore her
adventurous side between the sheets, encouraging her to spice up their sex life. So
when a thick rubber strap-on is thrust in the palm of her hands during an alcohol fuelled
sex toy party, the curious wife decides to explore her dominant side in the bedroom.
She straps on and take her husband on an unforgettable ride. Rachel’s Revenge
Rachel is furious her husband has nabbed the telephone number of a hot girl on a night
out. Intent on teaching him the ultimate lesson in respect and humility, she decides to
take him on a night of unforgiving nonstop tease and denial. All whilst recording his
humiliation to broadcast to his social circle. Ellie’s Evil Plan Ellie convinces her hot
office colleague to join her and her husband for a steamy threesome. But when her
husband is unable to get it up in front of the busty females they decide instead to tease
and taunt him; humiliating his tiny size and his inability to spring to life. It’s not long
before the two hot women instead end up ravishing each other’s bodies. Click BUY
NOW and enjoy all three stories!! This sizzling hot collection of short stories contains
over 5,600 words of first time femdom, domestic discipline, back door domination, tease
and denial, small p*n*s humiliation, female domination, dominant woman dominating
submissive men and should be read by adults only.
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This bundle contains all four hot stories from the Pleasing the Master series: 1.
Bound for Punishment The Master is known for his intense, 24/7 BDSM practice.
When a shy girl with plenty of repressed, dark fantasies enlists his services for
the week and immediately gets cuffed and put in a chastity belt, she knows she's
in for a lot of pleasurable pain, all over her body and in every hole. 2. Discipline
Me The Master's punishment is harsh, but timid Diane knows she deserves it.
Bound, whipped, and disciplined, Diane still has to deal with the ultimate
punishment from the Master: total denial. 3. Coming Together Diane has been
through hell at the hands of the Master, the man she hired to dominate and
punish her for an entire week. The unrelenting tease and denial has finally gotten
to her, and she doesn't think she can take it anymore. But an unexpected, tender
encounter with the Master threatens to change their dynamic entirely. 4. Cuffed
and Clamped For His Pleasure Diane has to face the truth: she's developing
some really inconvenient feelings for the man she paid to torment her. It all feels
like too much to handle when she finds herself shackled, clamped in all her most
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sensitive places, stuffed in every hole, and totally vulnerable at the hands of The
Master.
This smoking hot bundle is bursting at the seems with Femdom Chastity action.
Read three sexy tales of seductive and dominant women locking their male
partners up in a chastity cage, cruelly teasing them to no end as they dangle the
carrot of release. Locked In Chastity includes the following stories - - Chastity
Dungeon - Maid for Chastity - Spiked Chastity The 3 book bundle contains adult
content including femdom, female domination, chastity lock up, tease and denial,
male humiliation and should be read by adults only!
3 SCORCHING HOT TALES OF FEMDOM DOMESTIC DISCIPLINE!!! This
scorching hot bundle features three stories of femdom wives and domestic
discipline! Included in the bundle - Sarah's Surprise Strap On Sarah's husband
insists she explore her adventurous side between the sheets, encouraging her to
spice up their sex life. And so when a thick rubber strap on is thrust in the palm of
her hands in the midst of a sex toy party. The curious wife decides to explore her
dominant side in the bedroom, as she straps on and take her husband on an
unforgettable ride. Rachel's Revenge Rachel is furious her husband has nabbed
the telephone number of the 'hottest girl on a night out. Intent on teasing him the
ultimate lesson is respect and humility, she decides to take hm on a night of
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unforgiving nonstop teaes and denial. All whilst recording his humiliation to
broadcast to his social circle. Elle's Evil Plan Elle convinces her hot office
colleague to join her husband for a steamy threesome. But when she finds her
husband is unable to get it up in front of the busty females. She decides instead
to tease and taunt here husband, humiliating his tiny size, his inability to spring to
life before finally putting on an erotic display of affection with her stunning
colleague. Click BUY NOW and enjoy all three stories!! This sizzling hot
collection of short stories contains over 5,600 words of first time femdom,
domestic discipline, back door domination, tease and denial, small p*n*s
humiliation, female domination, dominant woman dominating submissive men
and should be read by adults only.
This sexy Femdom bundle brings together stories of three of the nastiest,
meanest and harshest females you will ever meet. These are stories of three
powerful women that have taken men to the extreme limits of femdom. On the
outside, these ladies are innocent and sweet looking, on the inside, they are
cruel, sadistic and relentless, subjecting their males to periods of agonizing
chastity lockup, sack-rupturing ballbusting, drooling body worship, ice cold tease
and denial and more. Read on and learn how three different men are ruled under
the steel heel...... Included in this pack are Femdom Club Ballbusting Justice
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Spiked Chastity Femdom Club When two cruel young, busty and sexy movie
producers are the target of seduction for an arrogant and chauvinistic aspiring
actor. They decide to turn the tables. The powerful and dominant movie
producers don the role of sick and twisted dominatrixes and take the male on a
journey of humiliation and sexual degradation. A journey that will change him
forever......... Handsome yet arrogant aspiring actor Jake Ryan is used to getting
whatever he wants; especially from women. But when he encounters Chloe and
Tiffany, two big time movie producers, they are anxious to teach him a harsh
lesson in Femdom that he isn't quite ready to learn. However, in order to be
taken seriously as an actor by the women, Jake agrees to become a member of
The Kink Club, one of the most exclusive sex clubs in Los Angeles in which
Chloe and Tiffany are veterans. A chauvinistic Jake has no idea just how extreme
the levels of sexual degradation and humiliation are that he'll experience.
Ultimately, he must decide whether or not he is willing to completely submit to the
women of The Kink Club and fulfil their every disgraceful need and filthy fantasy
in order to finally conquer the big screen and win the role of a lifetime. Ballbusting
Justice A hardened criminal needs to be taught a lesson the justice system
cannot. A ex-cop female veteran is drafted in to teach him a lesson. The lesson
will be cruel, harsh, sadistic and never ending........ The criminal will soon feel the
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true force of her thighs crushing his head, her hands ripping his heart through his
chest and her steel heel tearing a hole through his balls........ Spiked Chastity A
woman has had enough of her husbands cheating way. To teach him the ultimate
lesson, she locks him up in a spiked chastity cage and starts to takes him on the
ultimate tease and denial ride. With excessive teasing and denial and a voyeur to
his wife's payback, he does not know how much longer he can hold in his
controlled male frustration........ WarningStories include various adult femdom
themes including chastity lockup ballbusting facesitting body worship, tease and
denial and more......
Simplified Chinese edition of The True Story of the Three Little Pigs
? INTRODUCTION: Desperate cuckolds. Conniving wives. You never forget your first time.
This erotic bundle is packed full of hot, sexy stories of cuckolds giving in to their deepest
desires. Read it now for all the chastity cages, tease and denial, interracial encounters, and
clean-up scenes you can handle! This book includes five hot wife sharing stories:
ENCOURAGEMENT AND PARTICIPATION, ASIN: B08LQJQJP8 OLDER ONES, ASIN:
B08LLCN7WW SOMETHING NEW, ASIN: B08LQZKH2V THE CONTRACT, ASIN:
B08LNYD16C THE PASSION, ASIN: B08LLD8RNG ? GENRE: Hot Wife Sharing / Cuckold ?
WARNING: This Book contains mature language and content intended for 18+ readers only! ?
All stories are available for purchase individually.
?????????????????,????????????,???????????????,????????.???,????????????,???????????
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? INTRODUCTION: Desperate cuckolds. Conniving wives. You never forget your first time.
This erotic bundle is packed full of hot, forbidden stories of cuckolds giving in to their deepest
desires. Read it now for all the chastity cages, tease and denial, interracial encounters, and
clean-up scenes you can handle! This book includes five hot wife sharing stories:
EXPLORATION, ASIN: B08FF2SQWH THE ADVENTURE IN VEGAS, ASIN: B08D1W2JQN
THE SCRACTHES, ASIN: B08JCF9M4B THE SWINGING CRUISE, ASIN: B08FDWK9LM
THE TRUTH, ASIN: B089DN2WZC ? GENRE: Hot Wife Sharing / Cuckold ? WARNING: This
Book contains mature language and content intended for 18+ readers only! ? Take advantage
of the new releases in this bundle and enjoy savings today! All stories are available for
purchase individually for $2.99 and some are in Kindle Unlimited for free.
??????????·???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
This smoking hot bundle is bursting at the seems with Femdom Chastity action. Read three
sexy tales of seductive and dominant women locking their male partners up in a chastity cage,
cruelly teasing them to no end as they dangle the carrot of release. Locked In Chastity includes
the following stories - - Brutal Chastity - Revenge Ballbusters - Chastising The Playa The 3
book bundle contains adult content including femdom, female domination, chastity lock up,
tease and denial, male humiliation and should be read by adults only!
This bundle combines four stories featuring female domination and totals over 34,700 words.
Mastering Her Man Jenna’s no snoop, but a sleepless night leads her to check her
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boyfriend’s online history. What she finds there surprises her, but the biggest surprise is how
much it turns Jenna on. Now it’s time to explore her dominant side and try out her first strapon. Stripping Secrets Keri leads a double life: diner waitress by day and exotic dancer after
dark. Then Hudson, her sexy regular from the diner, shows up at the start of her set one night
and Keri fears her carefully constructed life will fall apart. What’s a girl to do except give up
one more secret? She'll either drive Hudson away or bend him to her will. Taken by the
Burlesque Dancer Dean gets a surprise when he gets turned on at the burlesque show. It’s
not so much the dancers he likes but what they’re wearing. Ashamed, confused, and aroused,
he decides to go back and see the show again. This time he catches one dancer’s eye—and
she wants to “help” Dean explore his feminine side. (note: this story is told from the
perspective of a submissive male) Tricks and Treats The prospect of seeing her old college
crush at a costume party shocks Karen. Her friend has a suggestion involving a sexy latex
Dominatrix costume. Can Karen tap into her kinky side and finally catch the one that got away?
(note: this story contains switching/male domination in addition to female domination) These
stories are for adults only and feature: BDSM Femdom/ Female Domination Strap-on sex
CFNM (Clothed Female Naked Male) Orgasm control/ Orgasm denial Tease and denial Anal
sex Facesitting Oral sex Toy use Male submission Masturbation Feminization Crossdressing
Traditional Chinese edition of The Thing Around Your Neck
????:???????·????????????????,??????????????,???????,????????????,?????????????????A
?.???????????,?????,?????????.
?????:?????K????????,???????????,?????K??????????????????????????.????????????,????
???;??????,??,????????K;?????????????,??????,??????????????,??????????????,????????,?
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3 SCORCHING HOT TALES OF FEMDOM DOMESTIC DISCIPLINE!!! This scorching hot
bundle features three stories of femdom wives and domestic discipline! Included in the bundle Sandra Craves Her Cuckold Cleanup Sandra fulfills both her and her husband's ultimate
fantasy in one fell swoop. After a planned night out where she was filled and creamed by
another man. The stunning wife takes her treat back home and welcomes her husband as he
drops to his knees...... ......eager to clean her up. Alison Shows Her Husband The True
Meaning of Total Submission When Alison spots her ex-boyfriend memories come flooding
back of the nights he had her pinned down on the bed as he dominated her body for his
pleasure. Intent on teaching her husband the true meaning of domination, Alison dons her own
plastic c**k and introduces her husband to the reality of total submission. Busted, Smothered
and Humiliated In Front Of The Neighbour Chloe is furious at catching her husband flirting with
the MILF next door. She decides on teaching him a lesson in ballbusting, Goddess worship
and public humiliation as she subjects her husband to an evening of outdoor domination and
humiliation. Click BUY NOW and enjoy all three stories!! This sizzling hot collection of short
stories contains over 5,600 words of first time femdom, domestic discipline, back door
domination, tease and denial, ballbusting, Goddess worship, female domination, dominant
woman dominating submissive men and should be read by adults only.
3 SCORCHING HOT TALES OF FEMDOM DOMESTIC DISCIPLINE!!! This scorching hot
bundle features three stories of femdom wives and domestic discipline! Included in the bundle Ballbusting Fantasy Comes True A sexy femme fatale had broken into Zack’s house. Her eyes
were on robbing him blind, and she would do anything to make sure it happened. And if Zack’s
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masculinity was to get in the way, she would teach him a ballbusting lesson he would never
forget. Zack was about to find his ultimate fantasy some true!. …...eager to clean her up.
Gambling Addict Is Locked In Chastity And Smothered Andrew has committed the ultimate sin
he gambled the rent money and lost. Chloe has had enough of her husband’s reckless
behaviour and decides to teach him a lesson. If Andrew cannot control his gambles urges, he
will find himself with a severe case of blue balls and on the end of Chloe relentless
punishment! Roleplaying A Home Invasion Katherine has the fright of her life when she is
home alone late one evening and suspects there is a home invasion. The home invasion ends
up being her husband coming home early intoxicated. And when she lays out just what she
intended to do to the suspected intruder. The couple decide to pay out their own invasion in an
evening of domination and submission Click BUY NOW and enjoy all three stories!! This
sizzling hot collection of short stories contains over 8,800 words of first time femdom, domestic
discipline, facesitting, ballbusting, chastity lock up, tease and denial, female domination,
dominant woman dominating submissive men and should be read by adults only. Keywords:
Femdom, female domination, discipline, facesitting, ballbusting, chastity, face sitting, ball
busting
Traditional Chinese edition of The Glass Castle: A Memoir. Raised by an eccentric artist
mother and a brilliant but alcoholic father, Jeannette Walls, who writes for MSNBC, and her 3
siblings lived a horrible and neglectful childhood. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright
Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????? ???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????
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???????????? ??????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????…… ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
Traditional Chinese edition of Thinking, Fast and Slow, Amazon Best Books of the Month,
November 2011. Kahneman is psychology professor emeritus at Princeton University and the
2002 Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai
Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.

????????·????????????,???????“???”,???????????????,??????????????????????????
,?????????????????.
The collection of sexy femdom stories brings together stories of five of the meanest and
harshest females you will ever meet.These are stories of five everyday women that
have introduced men to the world of femdom. On the outside, these ladies are innocent
and sweet looking, on the inside, they are cruel, sadistic and relentless. , subjecting
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their males to periods of chastity lockup, facesitting, ballbusting, body worhship, tease
and denial and more.Read on and learn how five different men are ruled under the steel
heel......Included in this pack are Revenge Ballbusters Evil Keyholders Trapped and
Pegged Brutal Chastity Ballbusting GirlfriendRevenge BallbustersAs a cheerleader
suffers verbal humiliation on the football pitch from her partner after losing the big
match. She seeks revenge as she demands her apology. She will stop at nothing to get
the apology she deserves, even if means physically emasculating her partner. Evil
KeyholdersDuring a wet and stormy evening, two evil college females decide to liven up
their night. They lead an unsuspecting male back to their apartment back to their place
under the pretence of a innocent favour. Once he is on their premises, they start their
erotic and dangerous game. One of the females has a wicked and cruel streak, she
wants to introduce a vicious and painful game, one that will involve hours and hours of
restrained ecstasy and pent up male frustration..... Trapped and PeggedA dark skinned
female has hidden femdom tendencies that neither she nor her light skinned male
partner is aware of. When Jenny tries to surprise John by spicing up their intimacy,
Jenny's darker and more creative side decides to come out to plat. Cornered by his
over eager partner, it is not long before John is trapped, locked in chastity and pegged
for the first time...... Brutal ChastityScarlett Morrison decides that the best way to get
back into the romantic marriage that her and Kevin Morrison had when they first were
married is to book a surprise weekend in a hotel that she has set up with candles and
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wine for the both of them. Wanting it to be a surprise for Kevin she makes the
reservations without him knowing about it. A chance to kindle the flame that she
believes they have lost along the road of working and having to pay attention to the real
world instead of finding time for one another to find themselves together again. While
packing for their weekend getaway Scarlett adds toys to her suitcase hoping to spice up
their marriage by doing things that they've never done before. As you read on in this
story you will see that Scarlett's intentions of a hot weekend will leave you wanting
more from her as she enjoys the role of the sexy renewed wife that she wants to show
Kevin. She wants to show Kevin a side of her that he has never seen before.
Ballbusting GirlfriendWhile they are replaying a murder scene, Tiffany gets carried
away and crushes her partners testicles.Little does she or her partner know, this one
incident gave birth to a cruel ballbuster and new dynamic in their
relationship.WarningStories include various adult femdom themes including chastity
lockup ballbusting facesitting body worship, tease and denial and more......
150 HOT STORIES OF MENAGES, THREESOMES, AND ALL THE DIRTY STUFF
THAT GO ALONG WITH THEM!! A sizzling collection of erotic fun... ready and waiting
for you -- so come SPREAD IT WIDE OPEN! Keywords: short sex stories, erotica short
stories, free erotica books, older man younger woman, victorian erotica, historical
erotica, multiple partners, first time erotica, virgin erotica, free eroctica, sex, erotic
domination, submission, humiliation, punishment, humiliated, punished, bondage,
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spanked, spanking, vibrator, dildo, erotic breeding, bareback, ebooks series, schoolgirl,
young teen, girl, teenager, examination, lgbt, cuckold, anal, toy, rough, sexy short
erotica, xxx, taboo, wife, fuck, hot, lesbian, toys, sister step, sexy women, milf
collection, 18, dp, books, daddy erotika, gay, erotic, butt, men, dirty, big black cock,
sex, forced, mommy, her, bisexual, romance, for, sexy, dick, menage, first time, adult,
fiction, bdsm, interracial, bisexual, milf short erotica, xxx adults, sexy women, filthy, best
taboo, mommy, virgin, smut, collection, compilation, anthology, anal, daddy, bbw porn,
bbw sex, free BBW, xxx bbw, adult short stories free, box set, threesome, threesome
erotica, threesome bundle, threesome collection, taboo, forbidden, kinky, sexy, man of
the house, erotica, erotic stories, bundle, collection, anthology.
Buy the bundle and save on volumes 1 - 3 of FemDom Perspectives!Over 30 erotic
vignettes make up this compilation of three volumes of FemDom delights, making it the
perfect collection to light your fire or tease your unsuspecting submissive until he's
down on his knees and begging for more...Here's only a few of the tales you'll find
within its pages... Sadistic - savoring the delight of tormenting men The Keyholder male chastity play Cuckolded - dabbling in the world of cuckolding The Earnest Sadist she takes delight in causing pain Exploiting His Shoe Fetish - her shoe collection grows
Tease & Deny - taking charge through bondage Secrets - leather fetish seductress
Lace Me Up Tight! - corset fetish fun Undeniable - bondage give and take Electro Cuck
- cuckolding and chastity take a shocking turn Hooded Foreplay - sensory deprivation &
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leather fetish Becoming His Cuckoldress - dominant, naughty foreplay Jessie's Girl leather fetish seductress Alessia's Throne - worshipping goddess from underneath
Under Her Feet - boot worship & foot fetish submission Nipple Torture - fun with
clamps! Her Dark Side - sweet sadomasochism C**k Tease - the ultimate tease &
denial Please note that this collection contains the previous KinkyWriter books
FemDom Perspectives, vol. 1 - 3.If you're ready to savor the kinky foreplay that this
vast tomb of FemDom vignettes has to offer, then know that BDSM salvation is only a
click away...
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